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Messager of QCD

• In October 1934, Hideki Yukawa predicated the existence of a “heavy 
quantum” meson, exchanging nuclear force between neutrons and 
protons. 
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Messager of QCD

It was discovered by Cecil Powel in 1949 in cosmic ray tracks in a 
photographic emulsion.

Mass measured in scattering
≈ 250-350 me
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Messager of QCD

Yoichiro Nambu associated it with CSB in 1960.
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but not least (iii) the 4-quark local interaction of Nambu-
Jona-Lasino (NJL) type. One simplification we use is
to consider only the longitudinal degrees of freedom, ig-
noring the transverse motion. Another is to reduce the
complicated NJL operator to a single topology-induced
’t Hooft vertex [8] . This latter step is explained in the
next subsection.

B. Topology-induced multiquark interactions

Nambu and Jona-Lasinio 1961 paper [9] was an amaz-
ing breakthrough. Before the word “quark” was invented,
and one learned anything about quark masses, it postu-
lated the notion of chiral symmetry and its spontaneously
breaking. They postulated existence of 4-fermion inter-
action, with some coupling G, strong enough to make a
superconductor-like gap even in fermionic vacuum. The
second important parameter of the model was the cut-
o↵ ⇤ ⇠ 1 GeV , below which their hypothetical attractive
4-fermion interaction operates.

After discovery of QCD, gauge field monopoles and in-
stantons, a very curious relations was found [8], between
the Dirac operator and background gauge topology: they
have certain zero modes related to the topological charge.
This mathematical phenomenon has direct physical con-
sequences, multi-quark interaction vertex described by
the so called ’t Hooft e↵ective Lagrangian. Since in QCD
it includes all three flavors of light quarks, u, d, s, it is a 6-
quark e↵ective vertex, schematically shown in Fig. 1(a).
Note its key feature, opposite chiralities L, R of the in-
coming and outgoing quarks: it is so because in order to
have zero modes of the Dirac equation, quarks and anti-
quarks should have the same magnetic moments. Unlike
vectorial interaction with non-topological glue, this La-
grangian directly connect left and right components of
quark fields, explicitly breaking U(1)a chiral symmetry.

With the advent of the instanton liquid model (ILM)
[10] it became clear that it provides an explanation to the
origins of hypothetical NJL interaction. The NJL cou-
pling GNJL and cuto↵ ⇤NJL were substituted by other
two parameters, the instanton 4d density n and the typ-
ical size ⇢. Like the NJL action, t’ Hooft e↵ective ac-
tion also preserves the SU(Nf ) chiral symmetry, but is
also strong enough to break it spontaneously, creating
nonzero quark condensates hs̄si, hūui 6= 0 appearing in
diagrams (c,d) of Fig.1. The residual 4-quark (ūu)(d̄d)
interaction, induced by the diagrams (b,c), is the one
to be used below. Note, that unlike the NJL action, it
explicitly breaks the chiral Uc(1) symmetry.

In 1990’s the so called “interacting instanton liquid
model”, which numerically solved the vacuum properties
using ’t Hooft Lagrangian to all orders, providing hadron
spectroscopy and Euclidean correlation functions, for re-
view see [11]. Recent advances to finite temperatures and
QCD phase transitions at finite temperature is based on
instanton constituents, the “instanton dyons: we do not
go into that here and only comment that the structiure
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FIG. 1: Schematic form of the 6-quark ’t Hooft e↵ective La-
grangian is shown in fig (a). If quarks are massive, one can
make a loop shown in (b), reducing it to 4-fermion opera-
tor. Note a black rhomb indicating the mass insertion into
a propagator. We only show it for s quark, hinting that for
u, d their masses are too small to make such diagram really
relevant. In (c,d) we show other types of e↵ective 4-fermion
vertices, appearing because some quark pairs can be absorbed
by a nonzero quark condensates (red lines).

of the ’t Hooft Lagrangian remains the same.
In this pilot study we would simplify this residual 4-

fermion interaction, as much as possible, assuming that
’t Hooft e↵ective action is local. This implies that the
instanton radius (or 1/⇤NJL) is much smaller than typ-
ical hadronic sizes, ⇢ ⌧ Rhadrons and therefore can be
neglected. With this assumption, the residual 4-fermion
interaction has only one parameter, the coupling.

It needs to be stated that such simplification goes with
a certain price: the wave functions get singular at x ! 1
causing bad convergence of their expansion in basis func-
tions: we will terminate series by hand. Let us add, that
small size of QCD topological objects also produce tech-
nical di�culties for lattice simulations: many quantities
(and PDF moments are among them, see e.g. [12]) show
significant dependence on the value of lattice spacing a

down to very fine lattices, with a ⇠ 1/(2 � 3 GeV ), so
coninuum extrapolation a ! 0 is a nontrivial step.

Small sizes of instanton and instanton-dyons explain
few other puzzles, known in hadronic physics and by lat-
tice practitioners. We will not discuss phenomena related
to strange quark mass in this work, but notice in pass-
ing, the “puzzle of strong breaking of the SU(3) flavor
symmetry”. Naively, in NJL-like models

ms ⇠ 0.1 GeV ⌧ ⇤NJL ⇠ 1 GeV

is a small parameter, and expansion in it should be well
behaved. However, it is far from being seen in the real
and numerical data. One particular manifestation of it,
observed e.g. in recent lattice work already mentioned
[12], is that PDF moments for various octet baryons

E. Shuryak, arXiv:1908.10270
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It is suggested that the nucleon mass arises largely as a self-energy of some primary fermion field through
the same mechanism as the appearance of energy gap in the theory of superconductivity. The idea can be put
into a mathematical formulation utilizing a generalized Hartree-Fock approximation which regards real
nucleons as quasi-particle excitations. We consider a simplified model of nonlinear four-fermion interaction
which allows a p5-gauge group. An interesting consequence of the symmetry is that there arise automatically
pseudoscalar zero-mass bound states of nucleon-antinucleon pair which may be regarded as an idealized pion.
In addition, massive bound states of nucleon number zero and two are predicted in a simple approximation.
The theory contains two parameters which can be explicitly related to observed nucleon mass and the

pion-nucleon coupling constant. Some paradoxical aspects of the theory in connection with the p5 trans-
formation are discussed in detail.

I. INTRODUCTION
" 'N this paper we are going to develop a dynamical
- theory of elementary particles in which nucleons and

mesons are derived in a unified way from a fundamental
spinor field. In basic physical ideas, it has thus the
characteristic features of a compound-particle model,
but unlike most of the existing theories, dynamical
treatment of the interaction makes up an essential part
of the theory. Strange particles are not yet considered.
The scheme is motivated by the observation of an

interesting analogy between the properties of Dirac
particles and the quasi-particle excitations that appear
in the theory of superconductivity, which was originated
with great success by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer, '
and subsequently given an elegant mathematical forlnu-
lation by Bogoliubov. ' The characteristic feature of the
BCS theory is that it produces an energy gap between
the ground state and the excited states of a supercon-
ductor, a fact w'hich has been confirmed experimentally.
The gap is caused due to the fact that the attractive
phonon-mediated interaction between electrons produces
correlated pairs of electrons with opposite momenta and
spin near the Fermi surface, and it takes a finite amount
of energy to break this correlation.
Elementary excitations in a superconductor can be

conveniently described by means of a coherent mixture
of electrons and holes, which obeys the following

* Supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
f' Fulbright Fellow, on leave of absence from Instituto di Fisica

dell Universita, Roma, Italy and Istituto Nazionale di Fisica
Nucleare, Sezione di Roma, Italy.
'A preliminary version of the work was presented at the

Midwestern Conference on Theoretical Physics, April, 1960 (un-
published). See also Y. Nambu, Phys. Rev. Letters 4, 380 (1960);
and Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Rochester Conference on
High-Energy Nuclear Physics, 1960 (to be published).' J.Bardeen, L. N. Cooper, and J.R. Schrieffer, Phys. Rev. 106,
162 (1957).
3 N. N. Bogoliubov, J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 34, 58,

73 (1958) Ltranslation: Soviet Phys. -JETP 34, 41, 51 (1958)g;
N. N. Sogoliubov, V. V. Tolmachev, and D. V. Shirkov, A %em
Methodin the Theory of Supercondlctivity (Academy of Sciences of
U, S.S.R., Moscow, 1958).

equations' 4:
E4~= e lto~+40 (1.1

E0 ~*= eA ~*—+44~,
near the Fermi surface. 11„+ is the component of the
excitation corresponding to an electron state of mo-
mentum P and spin +(up), andri ~*corresponding to
a hole state of momentum p and spin +, which means
an absence of an electron of momentum —p and spin—(down). eo is the kinetic energy measured from the
Fermi surface; g is a constant. There will also be an
equation complex conjugate to Eq. (1), describing
another type of excitation.
Equation (1) gives the eigenvalues

E„=a (e,'+y')-*'. (1.2)
The two states of this quasi-particle are separated in
energy by 2

~
E„~.In the ground state of the system all

the quasi-particles should be in the lower (negative)
energy states of Eq. (2), and it would take a finite
energy 2)E„~ )~2~&~ to excite a particle to the upper
state. The situation bears a remarkable resemblance to
the case of a Dirac particle. The four-component Dirac
equation can be split into two sets to read

EP,=o"Pter+ res,
Egs———o"Pigs+ nell r,
E„=W (p'+nt') l,

where tPt and Ps are the two eigenstates of the chirality
operator ys——yjy2y3y4.
According to Dirac's original interpretation, the

ground state (vacuum) of the world has all the electrons
in the negative energy states, and to create excited
states (with zero particle number) we have to supply an
energy &~2m.
In the BCS-Bogoliubov theory, the gap parameter @,

which is absent for free electrons, is determined es-
sentially as a self-consistent (Hartree-Fock) representa-
tion of the electron-electron interaction eGect.

4 J. G. Valatin, Nuovo cimento 7, 843 (1958).
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PION’s dichotomy

Goldstone Boson Bound State

Bethe-Salpeter equation
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Overview

ü 1989…Conway et al. Phys. 
Rev.D 39 (1989) 92

Leading-order analysis of Drell-Yan 
data

ü 2010...Aicher et al. Phys. Rev. 
Lett.105 (2010) 252003

Consistent next-to-leading order
anaylsis
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39 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MUON PAIRS PRODUCED BY. . . 93

Hadron c, m,

Recoil

FIG. 1. Kinematics of muon-pair production in the hadron
center-of-momentum frame.

The dimensionless quantities x and xN are defined by
the equations

direction in the muon-pair rest frame. For the u-channel
frame the z axis is chosen to be antiparallel to the nucleon
direction, while in the Collins-Soper frame the z axis is
the bisector of the angle between the t- and u-channel z
axes. As pT~O the frames become identical and P be-
comes undefined. The angle 2P between the z axes in the
t- and the u-channel frames is, to very good approxima-
tion, given by f3=arctan(p T /m„„). In this experiment a
typical value of P is -0.2 rad.

B. Drell-Yan model

Drell and Yan' proposed that muon pairs with large
invariant mass from hadron-hadron interactions are pro-
duced through the electromagnetic annihilation of con-
stituent quarks and antiquark s. For massless spin- —,

'

quarks, the annihilation cross section is given by

and

XF=X~ XN 4~+ 20 e3~2
PP

X~XN—1—Pl /S2

where s =(p +pz) is the center-of-mass energy
squared. (Here p and p~ are the hadron four momenta. )
These equations together imply

x ~ =[+xF +(xF +4m )' ]/2 .

The quantities x and xN can be interpreted as the
momentum fractions of the annihilating quarks in the
had rons, neglecting transverse momentum and quark
mass, as s becomes very large.
The remaining degrees of freedom are those describing

the orientation of the muons in the pair rest frame (see
Fig. 2). The variables cos8 and P describe the direction
of the p+ relative to a set of axes in this frame. Ideally,
one would measure cos8 and P relative to the quark-
antiquark annihilation axis, but this is impossible because
the individual transverse momenta of the quarks are un-
known. Several choices of axes are commonly used. In
all these frames the y axis is taken to be perpendicular to
the plane formed by the pion and nucleon directions.
The different frames are then related by a rotation about
this y axis. One set of axes is the t-channel, or Gottfried-
Jackson frame, in which the z axis is taken to be the pion

pair c I

FICx. 2. Definition of angles in the muon-pair rest frame.

C7DY
2

X~dxN

2

g e; [q„'(x„)q Iv(x~)+q '„(x )q~(x~)].
9m

This relationship provides a means to measure these
functions for the pion and nucleon. In this expression the
transverse momentum of the pair has been integrated
over. The Drell-Yan cross section also leads to the result
that

=f(x,r),
df7l ppdXF

with f a function of xF and w only, independent of s.
The angular distribution of the p+ in the pair rest

frame can be written

0
cc ]+A, cos 0+@sin20cosg+v/2sin Ocos2$,2 2

d cos8dg
where k, p, and v are functions of the other kinematic
variables. In the Drell-Yan model the assumption of
massless quarks implies that the virtual photon is trans-
versely polarized so that A, = 1 and p =v=0, and one has

0 ~ 1+cos 0 .
d cosO

This relation holds only when 0 is measured relative to
the true quark-antiquark annihilation axis. As indicated
above, this axis is not directly measurable because of the
unobserved individual transverse momenta of the quarks
within the hadrons. The inAuence of this intrinsic trans-
verse momentum on A., p, and v has been evaluated and
the expected effects are very small.
A general relation based on the assumption of massless

quarks arises for the angular distribution parameters. It
is analogous to the Callan-Gross relation in deeply inelas-

where e is the quark charge. If q' (x ) [q '(x )] is the
probability density for finding a quark [antiquark] of
flavor i, any color, and momentum fraction x„ in a pion,
and if q~(x~ ) is a similar function for the nucleon, then
the Drell- Yan formula reads

• Owing to absence of pion targets, the pion’s valence-quark distribution functions have 
hitherto been measured via the Drell-Yan process(CERN(1983&1985), FNAL(1989)):
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Minghui Ding, et al.
CPC 44 (2020) 031002

Raza Sabbir Sufian, et al.
arXiv: 2001.04960

DSEs meet lQCD
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Large-x dependent
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Model and Model

• Nambu – Jona-Lasinio model, translationally
invariant regularisaion

qπ(x) ∼ (1-x)0, 
which becomes “1” after evolving from a low 
resolution scale 

• NJL models with a hard cutoff & also some 
duality arguments:

qπ(x) ∼ (1-x)1

• Relativistic constituent quark models: 
qπ(x) ∼ (1-x)0…2

depending on the form of model wave 
function

• Instanton-based models
qπ(x) ∼ (1-x)1…2
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Drell-Yan-West relation
PRL24(1970)181, PRL24(1970)1206

Structure functionForm factor

𝜏 the number of quarks inside the hadron

Structure functionForm factor

Spin-1/2

Spin-0

Z. F. Ezawa, Nuovo Cim. A 23 (1974)271

BSA ∝
The Bethe-Salpeter ampltidue of Pion decrease as

Γ(𝑘!"; 𝑘"") →
1
𝑘!"

as 𝑘!" → ∞ with 𝑘"" fixed finite, or with #!
"

#""
fixed.
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Starting Point

𝐹!(𝑡) = (
"

#
𝑑𝑥 𝐻!(𝑥, 𝑡)+

A way to parameterize GPD/PDF

Parton Distribution Function

Change 𝑦 = 𝜔(𝑥)
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LFHQCD

GPDs and LFWFs [52,55]. Shifting the FF poles to their
physical location [56] does not modify the exclusive
counting rules, but modifies the slope and intercept of
the Regge trajectory, and hence the analytic structure of the
GPDs that incorporates the Regge behavior. As a result, the
x dependence of PDFs and LFWFs is modified.
Furthermore, the GPDs are defined in the present context
up to a universal reparametrization function; therefore,
imposing further physically motivated constraints is
necessary.
Generalized parton distributions in LFHQCD.—In

LFHQCD, the FF for arbitrary twist ! is expressed in
terms of Gamma functions [28,52], an expression that can
be recast in terms of the Euler Beta function B!u; v" as [29]

F!!t" #
1

N!
B
!
! ! 1;

1

2
!

t
4"

"
; !1"

where

B!u; v" #
Z

1

0
dyyu!1!1 ! y"v!1; !2"

and B!u; v" # B!v; u" # $!!u"!!v"=!!u% v"& with N! ####
#

p
$!!! ! 1"=!!! ! 1

2"&. For fixed u and large v, we have
B!u; v" " !!u"v!u: we thus recover, for large Q2 # !t, the
hard scattering scaling behavior [53,54]

F!!Q2" "
!

1

Q2

"
!!1

: !3"

In contrast with the GPD twist that is determined by the
quark-quark correlator, twist ! in (1) and (3) refers to
the number of constituents in a given Fock component in
the Fock expansion of the hadron state. It controls the short
distance behavior of the hadronic state and thus the power-
law asymptotic behavior (3).
For integer ! Eq. (1) generates the pole structure [52]

F!!Q2" # 1

!1% Q2

M2
0

"!1% Q2

M2
1

" ' ' ' !1% Q2

M2
!!2
"
; !4"

with M2
n # 4"!n% 1

2"; n # 0; 1; 2;…; ! ! 2, corresponding
to the $ vector meson and its radial excitations [28]. Notice
that the Beta function in (1) can be rewritten as B(! ! 1;
1 ! %!t") with Regge trajectory

%!t" # t
4"

% 1

2
; !5"

slope %0 # 1=4" and intercept %!0" # 1
2. This is just the $

trajectory emerging from LFHQCD. The value of the
universal scale " is fixed from the $ mass:

###
"

p
# & #

m$=
###
2

p
# 0.548 GeV [28,57].

Notice that the form factor (1) can be expressed as a
Veneziano amplitude [58] B(1 ! %!s"; 1 ! %!t"), where the
s-channel dependence is replaced by a fixed pole,
1 ! %!s" ! ! ! 1, allowed by unitarity constraints, since
no resonances are formed in the s channel [59–61]
It will be useful to rewrite (1) using the reparametrization

invariance of the Euler Beta function (2) and thus transform
the integral representation of the form factor (1) into the
invariant form

F!!t" #
1

N!

Z
1

0
dxw0!x"w!x"!t=4"!1

2$1 ! w!x"&!!2; !6"

if w!x" is a monotonically increasing function with fixed
values at the integration limits given by the constraints

w!0" # 0; w!1" # 1; w0!x" # 0; !7"

with x $ $0; 1&. Any function w!x" that satisfies the con-
straints (7) will give the same result for the form factor.
Writing the flavor FF in terms of the valence GPD

Fq!t" #
R
1
0 dxH

q
v!x; t" at zero skewness, Hq!x; t"!

Hq!x; ' # 0; t", we obtain

Hq!x; t" # 1

N!
$1 ! w!x"&!!2w!x"!1

2w0!x"e!t=4"" log$1=w!x"&

# q!!x" exp$tf!x"&; !8"

where the PDF q!!x" and the profile function f!x"

q!!x" #
1

N!
$1 ! w!x"&!!2w!x"!1

2w0!x"; !9"

f!x" # 1

4"
log

!
1

w!x"

"
; !10"

are expressed in terms of the function w!x" fulfilling
conditions (7).
If, for x " 0, w!x" behaves as w!x" " x, we find the

t dependence

Hq
v!x; t" " x!t=4"qv!x"; !11"

which is the Regge theory motivated ansatz for small x
given in Ref. [62] for %0 # 1=4".
To study the behavior of w!x" at large x, we perform a

Taylor expansion near x # 1

w!x" # 1 ! !1 ! x"w0!1" % 1

2
!1 ! x"2w00!1" % ' ' ' : !12"

Upon substitution of (12) in (9), we find that the leading
term in the expansion, which behaves as !1 ! x"!!2,
vanishes if w0!1" # 0. Hence, setting

w0!1" # 0 and w00!1" % 0; !13"
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we find q!!x" ! !1 " x"2!"3, which is precisely the Drell-
Yan inclusive counting rule at x ! 1 [63–65], correspond-
ing to the form factor behavior at large Q2 (3).
From Eq. (10), it follows that the conditions (13) are

equivalent to f0!1" # 0 and f00!1" # 0. Since log!x"!
1 " x for x ! 1, a simple ansatz for f!x" consistent with
(7), (11), and (13) is

f!x" # 1

4"

!
!1 " x" log

"
1

x

#
$ a!1 " x"2

$
; !14"

with a being a flavor-independent parameter. From (10),

w!x" # x1"xe"a!1"x"
2
; !15"

an expression that incorporates Regge behavior at small x
and inclusive counting rules at large x.
Nucleon GPDs.—The nucleon GPDs are extracted from

nucleon FF data [66–70] choosing specific x and t depend-
ences of the GPDs for each flavor. One then finds the best
fit reproducing the measured FFs and the valence PDFs. In
our analysis of nucleon FFs [56], three free parameters are
required: these are r, interpreted as an SU(6) breaking
effect for the Dirac neutron FF, and #p and #n, which
account for the probabilities of higher Fock components
(meson cloud) and are significant only for the Pauli FFs.
The hadronic scale " is fixed by the $-Regge trajectory [28],
whereas the Pauli FFs are normalized to the experimental
values of the anomalous magnetic moments.
Helicity nonflip distributions: Using the results from [56]

for the Dirac flavor FFs, we write the spin nonflip valence
GPDs Hq!x; t" # q!x" exp %tf!x"& with

uv!x" #
"
2 "

r
3

#
q!#3!x" $

r
3
q!#4!x"; !16"

dv!x" #
"
1 "

2r
3

#
q!#3!x" $

2r
3
q!#4!x"; !17"

for the u and d PDFs normalized to the valence content of
the proton:

R
1
0 dxuv!x" # 2 and

R
1
0 dxdv!x" # 1. The PDF

q!!x" and the profile function f!x" are given by (9) and
(10), and w!x" is given by (15). Positivity of the PDFs
implies that r $ 3=2, which is smaller than the value r #
2.08 found in [56]. We shall use the maximum value
r # 3=2, which does not change significantly our results
in [56].
The PDFs (16) and (17) are evolved to a higher

scale % with the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-
Parisi (DGLAP) equation [71–73] in the M̄S scheme using
the HOPPET toolkit [74]. The initial scale is chosen at the
matching scale between LFHQCD and perturbative QCD
(pQCD) as %0 # 1.06'0.15 GeV [75] in the M̄S scheme at
next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO). The strong cou-
pling constant &s at the scale of the Z-boson mass is set to

0.1182 [76], and the heavy quark thresholds are set with
M̄S quark masses as mc# 1.28 GeV and mb# 4.18 GeV
[76]. The PDFs are evolved to %2 # 10 GeV2 at NNLO to
compare with the global fits by the MMHT [5], CT [6], and
NNPDF [77] collaborations as shown in Fig. 1. The value
a # 0.531' 0.037 is determined from the first moment of
the GPD,

R
1
0 dxxH

q
v!x; t # 0" # Aq

v!0" from the global data
fits with average values Au

v!0" # 0.261' 0.005 and
Ad
v!0" # 0.109' 0.005. The model uncertainty (red band)

includes the uncertainties in a and %0 [78]. We also indicate
the difference between our results and global fits in Fig. 2.
The t dependence of Hq

v!x; t" is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Since our PDFs scale as q!x" ! x"1=2 for small x, the
Kuti-Weisskopf behavior for the nonsinglet structure
functions F2p!x" " F2n!x" ! x%uv!x" " dv!x"& ! x1=2 is
satisfied [79,80].
Helicity-flip distributions: The spin-flip GPDsEq

v!x; t" #
eqv!x" exp %tf!x"& follow from the flavor Pauli FFs in [56]
given in terms of twist-4 and twist-6 contributions

eqv!x" # 'q%!1 " #q"q!#4!x" $ #qq!#6!x"&; !18"

normalized to the flavor anomalous magnetic momentR
1
0 dxeqv!x" # 'q, with 'u # 2'p $ 'n # 1.673 and
'd # 2'n $ 'p # "2.033. The factors #u and #d are

FIG. 1. Comparison for xq!x" in the proton from LFHQCD (red
bands) and global fits: MMHT2014 (blue bands) [5], CT14 [6]
(cyan bands), and NNPDF3.0 (gray bands) [77]. LFHQCD
results are evolved from the initial scale %0 # 1.06'0.15 GeV.

FIG. 2. Difference between our PDF results and global fits.
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Note：𝜔 could be 𝜏 dependent generally 3

FIG. 1. Valence-quark pion PDF. Obtained NLO results at
⇣5 = 5.2 GeV, from the rules in (18). The corresponding
(blue and red) error bands account for the uncertainty in the
initial scale, ⇣1 = 1.1± 0.2 GeV and the variation of a4/a2 =
0.1 to 1. The broadest, gray band, corresponds to the novel
lQCD “CS” result from [20] and the dashed-line depicts the
DSE result [18, 19]. Data points: (triangles) LO extraction
“E615-Original” [13] and (circles) the NLO analysis “E615-
Rescaled” of Ref. [15].

FIG. 2. Valence-quark pion GPD. t-dependence of the
valence-quark pion GPD at zero skewness. The plot above
corresponds to Rule-II in Eq. (18), at the initial scale ⇣1.

obtained from Rule-I di↵ers from that of [12], the evo-
luted results are compatible. This is unsurprising since
the corresponding reparametrization function is not dra-
matically di↵erent from its counterpart in [12]. Thus,
although it is not be included in the present letter, we
expect Rule-I to produce a congruent picture for the
valence-quark PDF of the proton. These observations
encourage us to select Rule-I for the case of the proton
and Rule-II when studying pions, for an internally con-
sistent description based on the LFHQCD formalism.

Summary and conclusions— We have reanalized the
LFHQCD approach of Ref. [12] to study the valence-
quark PDF of the pion. It has been proven that, given
the flexibility of the universal reparametrization function,

w⌧ (x), it is in fact possible to accomodate a large-x be-
havior of u

⇡(x) ⇠ (1 � x)2⌧�2 within this framework.
Besides the agreement with the rescaled experimental
data [15], this makes it compatible with the Ezawa find-
ings [4] and the predictions from pQCD [5–7]. Recent
continuum [18, 19] and sophisticated lQCD studies [20]
also favor this endpoint form. Due to this confluence of
vastly di↵erent approaches, and given our observations,
we state that the u

⇡(x) ⇠ (1 � x)2 profile can not only
be contained within the LFHQCD formalism, but also
cannot be excluded. Besides, we sketched how a simul-
taneous description of the proton and pion distribution
functions, that agrees with pQCD, can be achieved if the
counting rules are chosen accordingly: we encourage the
use of Rule-I for proton and Rule-II for pion.

We acknowledge helpful conversations with Yuan Sun.
This work is supported by: the Chinese Government
Thousand Talents Plan for Young Professionals.
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Issue-2
extracted by the MEM from the above wave function data, and
the leading twist PDA can be then obtained via Eq. (3).

Figure 4: Obtained PDA of !-meson and that of "c-meson and the comparison
with previous results (#! computed by the Nakanishi representation [5] (dashed
curve) and #"c calculated by brute-force procedure [7] (dot-dashed curve)). The
asymptotic form is also exhibited with dotted curve.

We have carried out calculations by choosing the same pa-
rameters $ = 0.5 GeV and D$ = (0.87 GeV)3 as the same
as those in Ref. [5] to produce the !-meson PDA; and $ =
0.8 GeV and D$ = (0.7 GeV)3 (the corresponding leptonic de-
cay constant of "c is about 0.28 GeV) to calculate the "c-meson
PDA. After setting this, the calculated Mbs for ! and "c are
0.138 GeV and 0.29 GeV, respectively. The regulated scales
are chosen to be the quark mass scale which are 0.35 GeV and
1.6 GeV, respectively.

In Fig. 2, we exhibit the obtained wave functions for ! and
"c meson with the extracted weight function compared with the
input Bethe-Salpeter wave functions. We can see the results are
compatible. The interesting thing is the behaviour of the ex-
tracted weight functions shown in Fig. 3. For pion, the weight
function g(%, 1 ! 2x) shows a & function behaviour respective
to %, which suggests that the one-variable Nakanishi-like repre-
sentation in previous work is very insightful. The previous work
based on such ansatz for pion’s PDA and form factors would be
appropriate. However, such a simple representation might not
be appropriate in heavy meson cases, as shown in the figure,
the weight function is a smooth function that extends to a large
scope. This behaviour means that the pion’s BS wave function
can be well described by the weight function at a fixed mass
scale, and recalling the BS equations, we can find that such a
behaviour might be owing to the behaviour of the interaction
kernel we employed here, for which is infrared constant.

With the extracted weight function, we then compute the P-
DAs of ! and "c meson. The presently obtained results via
MEM and the comparison with previous results are illustrated
in Fig. 4. The error band is given by varying the MEM param-
eters m0 = 0.1 " 10 and ! = 1 " 30 GeV2. Such a behaviour
can Despite the slight uncertainties of the error band, the Fig. 4
shows apparently that the PDAs of the pseudoscalar mesons !
and "c presently obtained via the MEM and DSE approach of

QCD match the previous results given in the same dynamical
method in the valence region very well and the slight di"er-
ence in the middle region of x is tolerable. It is noticeable that
the previous results of PDAs are reconstructed from the Mellin
moments via some specific formula, Gegenbauer polynomials
for pion and the Gaussian behaviour for "c. The most exciting
observation for pion’s PDA is that it confirms the concave be-
haviour as the prediction made in the previous work, and since
the PDA is obtained here without any assumed structure, such a
standpoint is quite conclusive. We also notice that at end points,
for both cases, the extracted PDAs are slightly larger than the
previous results. Such behavior at end points occurs in every
case we tried in MEM procedure, therefore, we cannot confirm
it as the real behavior of PDAs, and it is very probable that it’s
just an artificial phenomenon of the MEM procedure. With the
current choice of Ndata and assumed error ' our mock analy-
sis has shown that the MEM can reproduce the weight function
with an error of around 10%. The PDA can be well reconstruct-
ed, however, it is still di#cult to extract further information,
for example, the meson’s light front wave function. The direct
improvement can be done by enlarging the size Ndata of input
data and also choosing di"erent values of ( j, such work is in
progress. However, such a good agreement for the general fea-
tures of PDAs confirms the previous results on one hand and, on
the other hand, indicates that the MEM is e#cient to determine
the PDAs.

4. Summary and Remarks. In this Letter we propose a
practical algorithm to determine the PDAs of mesons in the
framework of meson’s Bethe-Salpeter equation and Dyson-
Schwinger equation approach of QCD. The key point of our
new algorithm is to implement the MEM to extract the weight
function of the Nakanishi representation of the meson’s Bethe-
Salpeter wave function. The merit of the MEM is that one nei-
ther needs to rely on the limit knowledge of the Chebyshev mo-
ments of the meson’s Bethe-Salpeter amplitude to parameterize
the Nakanishi weight function (like previous ! case) by special
form, nor has to be restricted by the limit number of Mellin mo-
ments (like previous "c case) to suppose some special forms of
PDA. The potential advantage of MEM can be applied to find
the light-front wave function of meson when one has the Bethe-
Salpeter wave function in hand, which we will leave it for future
work. The MEM procedure might get in some trouble if the ex-
tracted weight function is not positive definite that might be the
case of PDA for scalar meson’s ground state and excited state,
and it will be solved by splitting the weight function into an odd
part zg1(%, 1!2x) and an even part g2(%, 1!2x). The di#culty of
this procedure is when the Bethe-Salpeter wave function is not
monotonous, the error will become very large. This problem in-
dicates that more complex structures are needed in addition to
the structure in Eq. (1). However, the equivalence of the three
methods mentioned above allows us to choose appropriate one
to analyze the PDA case-by-case.
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We present the first lattice-QCD calculation of the pion distribution amplitude using the large-
momentum e↵ective field theory (LaMET) approach, which allows us to extract lightcone parton
observables from a Euclidean lattice. The mass corrections needed to extract the pion distribution
amplitude from this approach are calculated to all orders in m2

⇡/P
2
z . We also implement the Wilson-

line renormalization which is crucial to remove the power divergences in this approach, and find that
it reduces the oscillation at the end points of the distribution amplitude. Our exploratory result
at 310-MeV pion mass favors a single-hump form broader than the asymptotic form of the pion
distribution amplitude.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hadronic lightcone distribution amplitudes (DAs) play an essential role in the description of hard exclusive pro-
cesses involving large momentum transfer. They are crucial inputs for processes relevant to measuring fundamental
parameters of the Standard Model and probing new physics [1]. The QCD factorization theorem and asymptotic free-
dom allow us to separate the short-distance physics incorporated in the hard quark and gluon subprocesses from the
long-distance physics incorporated in the process-independent hadronic DAs. While the short-distance hard quark and
gluon subprocesses are calculable perturbatively, the hadronic DAs are intrinsically nonperturbative. To determine
them, we must resort to experimental measurements, lattice calculations or QCD models.

The simplest and most extensively studied hadronic DA is the twist-2 DA of the pion. It represents the probability
amplitude of finding the valence qq̄ Fock state in the pion with the quark (antiquark) carrying a fraction x (1� x) of
the total pion momentum. The pion lightcone distribution amplitude (LCDA) is defined as

�⇡(x) =
i

f⇡

Z
d⇠

2⇡
e
i(x�1)⇠�·P

h⇡(P )| ̄(0)� · ��5�(0, ⇠�) (⇠�)|0i (1)

with the normalization
R 1
0 dx�⇡(x) = 1, where the two quark fields are separated along the lightcone with �

µ =

(1, 0, 0,�1)/
p
2, and x (1 � x) denotes the momentum fraction of the quark (antiquark). The twist-2 pion DA can

be constrained from experimental measurements of e.g. the pion form factor [2], and then as an input can be used
to test QCD in, for example, ��⇤ ! ⇡

0 from BaBar and Belle [3, 4]. Some experiments proposed [5] at J-PARC
might also be of use. At large momentum transfer, the pion DA is well known to follow a universal asymptotic
form [6]: �⇡(x, µ ! 1) ! 6x(1� x). However, there have been some debates over the shape of the pion DA at lower
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Abstract

We propose a new numerical method to compute the parton distribution amplitude(PDA) from the Euclidean Bethe-Salpeter wave
function. The essential step is to extract the weight function in the Nakanishi representation of the Bethe-Salpeter wave function in
Euclidean space, which is an ill-posed inversion problem, via the maximum entropy method(MEM). The Nakanishi weight function
as well as the corresponding light-front parton distribution amplitude (PDA) can be well determined. We confirm prior work on
PDA computations, which was based on di!erent methods.

Keywords: parton distribution function, Nakanishi representation, Bethe-Salpeter amplitude, maximum entropy method,
light-front wave function

1. Introduction. The parton distribution amplitudes (PDAs)
of mesons, encoding the meson structure on the light front, play
an essential role in the hard exclusive processes. The cross sec-
tions of the processes can be written as the convolution of the
hard-scattering kernel which can be computed perturbatively,
and the PDAs of the hadrons involved [1, 2]. The leading twist
parton distribution amplitudes of mesons are defined by inte-
grating out the transverse momentum k! from the light front
wave function, which are obtained through projecting meson’s
Bethe-Salpeter wave function onto the light-front.

Although some e!orts have been made to calculate Bethe-
Salpeter equation(BSE) directly in Minkowski space (see, e.g.,
Ref. [3]) with a simple scattering kernel, many BSE calcula-
tions are still carried out in Euclidean space which are much
easier to handle. The challenge in the Euclidean scheme is
how to project the discrete Euclidean wave function data on the
light-front to get light-front quantities. The Nakanishi repre-
sentation of the wave function provides a natural way to solve
this problem. This challenging question amounts to whether
it is possible to compute the weight function of the Nakanishi
representation if one has an appropriate solution of the BSE in
Euclidean space. Nakanishi representation was proposed in Re-
f. [4] to parameterize the relativistic two-particle bound state in
Minkowski space.

Despite lacking a non-perturbative proof of uniqueness of
the weight function in the Euclidean case, we suppose that the
wavefunction can still be parametrized by the following similar
form,

"(k, P) =
! 1

"1
dz
! #

0
d!

g(!, 1 " 2x)
(k2 + zk · P + 1

4 P2 + M2 + !)3
, (1)

where k2 > 0 is the space-like momentum and P2 = "M2
bs

with Mbs the bound state mass and M is an infrared regulated
scale. The weight function g(!, 1 " 2x) is a two-dimensional
function in real space. The corresponding leading twist two-
particle light-front parton distribution can be defined as

"(x) =
!

d4k#(n · k " xn · P)"(k " P
2
, P) , (2)

where n is the light-like vector n2 = 0. We neglect the possible
spin structure for simplification at the moment. With the help
of m-order moments defined as

" 1
0 dxxm"(x), one can get the

one-dimensional integral representation of the light-front PDA
in Euclidean space as

"(x) = N
! #

0
d!

g(!, 1 " 2x)
! + M2 " x(1 " x)M2

bs

, (3)

whereN is the corresponding normalization constant to ensure" 1
0 dx"(x) = 1. Once complete knowledge of the weight func-

tion of the Nakanishi representation is at hand, one can plot the
light-front PDA.. The main aim of this paper is then to pro-
vide a practical algorithm to construct the weight function from
the numerical data of "(k, P). We would like to emphasize that
there is currently no proof available regarding the uniqueness
of the weight function.

The techniques for projecting a realistic pion’s Bethe-
Salpeter (BS) amplitude in Euclidean space onto the light-front
have been pioneered recently [5], therein a special Nakanishi
representation of each scalar component of the BS amplitude
was parameterized to reproduce the corresponding Euclidean
functions. In turn the Mellin moments of the PDA can be com-
puted directly, which were then used to reconstruct the PDA.
which was implemented to reconstruct the PDA. Besides, this
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Abstract

We propose a new numerical method to compute parton distribution amplitude(PDA) from the Euclidean Bethe-Salpeter wave
function. The essential step is to extract the weight function in the Nakanishi representation of the Bethe-Salpeter wave function in
Euclidean space, which is an ill-posed inversion problem, via the maximum entropy method(MEM). The Nakanishi weight function
as well as the corresponding light-front PDA can be well determined. We confirm the previous works on PDA computation therein
the di!erent method has been performed.

Keywords: parton distribution function, Nakanishi representation, Bethe-Salpeter amplitude, maximum entropy method,
light-front wave function

1. Introduction. The parton distribution amplitudes (PDAs) of
mesons, demonstrating the meson structure on the light front,
play an essential role in the hard exclusive processes. The cross
sections of the processes can be written as the convolution of the
hard-scattering kernel which can be computed perturbatively,
and the PDAs of hadron involved [1]. The leading twist parton
distribution amplitudes of mesons are defined by integrating out
the transverse momentum k! from the light front wave function,
which then can be obtained through projecting meson’s Bethe-
Salpeter wave function onto the light-front.

Although some e!orts have been made to calculate Bethe-
Salpeter equation(BSE) directly in Minkowski space (see, e.g.,
Ref. [2]) with the simple scattering kernel, many BSE calcu-
lations are still carried out in Euclidean space which are much
easier to compute. The challenge in the Euclidean scheme is
how to project the discrete Euclidean wave function data on
the light-front to get light-front quantities. The Nakanishi rep-
resentation of wave function provides a natural way to solve
this problem. One can transform this challenging question to
the proposition that if it is possible to compute weight func-
tion of Nakanishi representation when one have an appropriate
solution of BSE in Euclidean space. Nakanishi representation
was proposed in Ref. [3] to parameterize the relativistic two-
particle bound state in Minkowski space. Although there lack-
ing a proof of uniqueness of the weight function in the nonper-
turbative case in Euclidean space, we suppose the wave func-
tion can still be parameterized by the similar form in Euclidean
space as

"(k, P) =
! 1

"1
dz
! #

0
d!

g(!, z)
(k2 + zk · P + 1

4P2 + M2 + !)3
, (1)

where k2 > 0 is the space-like momentum and P2 = "M2
bs with

Mbs the bound state mass and M is an infrared regulated scale.
The weight function g(!, z) is a two-dimensional function in
real space. The corresponding leading twist two-particle light-
front parton distribution can be defined as

"(x) =
!

d4k#(n · k " xn · P)"(k "
P
2
, P) , (2)

where n is the light-like vector n2 = 0. We neglect the possible
spin structure for simplification at the moment. With the help
of m-order moment defined as

" 1
0 dxxm"(x), one can get the

one-dimensional integral representation of the light-front PDA
in Euclidean space as

"(x) = N
! #

0
d!

g(!, 1 " 2x)
! + M2 " x(1 " x)M2

bs
, (3)

whereN is the corresponding normalization constant to ensure
" 1

0 dx"(x) = 1. One can plot the light-front PDA with the com-
plete knowledge of weight function in the Nankanishi represen-
tation in hand . The main aim of this paper is then to provide
a practical algorithm to construct the weight function with the
numerical data of "(k, P). We would like to be modest to em-
phasize that we do not have the ability to prove that whether the
weight function is unique definite in a more fundamental view
at present.

The techniques for projecting a realistic pion’s Bethe-
Salpeter (BS) amplitude in Euclidean space onto the light-front
have been pioneered recently [4], therein a special Nakan-
ishi representation of each scalar component of the BS am-
plitude was parameterized to produce the corresponding Eu-
clidean functions and the Mellin moments of PDA can be com-
puted directly, which was implemented to reconstruct the PDA.
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DCSB

PDF at the hadronic scale(DSEs)

Minghui Ding, et al, arXiv:1905.05208, PRD 101 (2020) 054014

The cause is the same, the valence-quark distribution function is hardened owing to
DCSB, which is a realisation of the mechanism responsible for the emergence of
mass in the Standard Model. Emergent mass is expressed in the momentum-
dependence of all QCD Schwinger functions. It is therefore manifest in the pointwise
behaviour of wave functions, elastic and transition form factors, etc.; and as we have
now displayed, also in parton distributions.

DCSB

Mass

Wave 
Function

Vertex
Function

PDA, PDF, EMFF,…
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Model Independent?
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Ultraviolet behavior of quark propagator(Landau Gauge)

INPUT

REDUCED TO

Condensate, DCSB

𝐵 𝑥 ~𝑐#𝑥%#(ln 𝑥)'!%#
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Ultraviolet behavior of Pion BS amplitude

𝐸( 𝑘; 𝑃 = 𝐸(" 𝑥 + (𝑘 A 𝑃)$ 𝐸(# 𝑥 + ⋯tediously long…

𝐸("(𝑥)
)→+

𝑐&𝑥%#(ln 𝑥)'!%# vs      𝐵 𝑥 = 𝑓( 𝐸(𝑥) (𝑊𝑇𝐼)

𝐸(#(𝑥)
)→+ #

$
𝑐&𝑥%&(ln 𝑥)'!%#

The ultraviolet behaviors of BSA can be analysed step by step. The important information 
from chiral symmetry and its breaking could be summarized: 

• c3 related to DCSB;
• ½ c3 deriven by DCSB;
• Demonnstrate DCSB on BSE 

in a model independent 
way!
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Ultraviolet behavior of Pion BS amplitude

+𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛:
𝐸(#
𝐸("

)→+ 1
2
1
𝑥$

𝐸( 𝑘; 𝑃 = 𝐸(" 𝑥 + (𝑘 A 𝑃)$ 𝐸(# 𝑥 + ⋯

𝐸 𝑘; 𝑃 = ℵ (
%#

#
𝑑𝑧 𝜌(𝑧)

𝑀$

(𝑘 + 𝑧
2𝑃)

$+𝑀$

Introduce an integral representation

𝐸(#
𝐸("

)→+ 1
2
1
𝑥$

)
$!

!
𝑑𝑧𝜌 𝑧 𝑧" =

1
2)$!

!
𝑑𝑧 𝜌 𝑧 =

1
2

Note: ∫!"
" #
$ 1 − 𝑧% 𝑑𝑧 = "

&
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Ultraviolet behavior of Pion BS amplitude

+𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛:
𝐸(#
𝐸("

)→+ 1
2
1
𝑥$

𝐸( 𝑘; 𝑃 = 𝐸(" 𝑥 + (𝑘 A 𝑃)$ 𝐸(# 𝑥 + ⋯

𝐸 𝑘; 𝑃 = ℵ (
%#

#
𝑑𝑧 𝜌(𝑧)

𝑀$

(𝑘 + 𝑧
2𝑃)

$+𝑀$

Introduce an integral representation

𝐸(#
𝐸("

)→+ 1
2
1
𝑥$

)
$!

!
𝑑𝑧𝜌 𝑧 𝑧" =

1
2)$!

!
𝑑𝑧 𝜌 𝑧 =

1
2

Note: ∫!"
" #
$ 1 − 𝑧% 𝑑𝑧 = "

&Model-I

𝜌 𝑧 =
1
𝜋

1
1 − 𝑧"

PDA∝ S
T 𝑥(1 − 𝑥)

PDF∝ 6𝑥(1 − 𝑥)
AdsQCD
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Ultraviolet behavior of Pion BS amplitude

+𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛:
𝐸(#
𝐸("

)→+ 1
2
1
𝑥$

𝐸( 𝑘; 𝑃 = 𝐸(" 𝑥 + (𝑘 A 𝑃)$ 𝐸(# 𝑥 + ⋯

𝐸 𝑘; 𝑃 = ℵ (
%#

#
𝑑𝑧 𝜌(𝑧)

𝑀$

(𝑘 + 𝑧
2𝑃)

$+𝑀$

Introduce an integral representation

𝐸(#
𝐸("

)→+ 1
2
1
𝑥$

)
$!

!
𝑑𝑧𝜌 𝑧 𝑧" =

1
2)$!

!
𝑑𝑧 𝜌 𝑧 =

1
2

Note asymptotically: ∫!"
" #
$ 1 − 𝑧% 𝑑𝑧 = "

&Model-II

No oscillation on PDA
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Parton Distribution Amplitude

extracted by the MEM from the above wave function data, and
the leading twist PDA can be then obtained via Eq. (3).

Figure 4: Obtained PDA of !-meson and that of "c-meson and the comparison
with previous results (#! computed by the Nakanishi representation [5] (dashed
curve) and #"c calculated by brute-force procedure [7] (dot-dashed curve)). The
asymptotic form is also exhibited with dotted curve.

We have carried out calculations by choosing the same pa-
rameters $ = 0.5 GeV and D$ = (0.87 GeV)3 as the same
as those in Ref. [5] to produce the !-meson PDA; and $ =
0.8 GeV and D$ = (0.7 GeV)3 (the corresponding leptonic de-
cay constant of "c is about 0.28 GeV) to calculate the "c-meson
PDA. After setting this, the calculated Mbs for ! and "c are
0.138 GeV and 0.29 GeV, respectively. The regulated scales
are chosen to be the quark mass scale which are 0.35 GeV and
1.6 GeV, respectively.

In Fig. 2, we exhibit the obtained wave functions for ! and
"c meson with the extracted weight function compared with the
input Bethe-Salpeter wave functions. We can see the results are
compatible. The interesting thing is the behaviour of the ex-
tracted weight functions shown in Fig. 3. For pion, the weight
function g(%, 1 ! 2x) shows a & function behaviour respective
to %, which suggests that the one-variable Nakanishi-like repre-
sentation in previous work is very insightful. The previous work
based on such ansatz for pion’s PDA and form factors would be
appropriate. However, such a simple representation might not
be appropriate in heavy meson cases, as shown in the figure,
the weight function is a smooth function that extends to a large
scope. This behaviour means that the pion’s BS wave function
can be well described by the weight function at a fixed mass
scale, and recalling the BS equations, we can find that such a
behaviour might be owing to the behaviour of the interaction
kernel we employed here, for which is infrared constant.

With the extracted weight function, we then compute the P-
DAs of ! and "c meson. The presently obtained results via
MEM and the comparison with previous results are illustrated
in Fig. 4. The error band is given by varying the MEM param-
eters m0 = 0.1 " 10 and ! = 1 " 30 GeV2. Such a behaviour
can Despite the slight uncertainties of the error band, the Fig. 4
shows apparently that the PDAs of the pseudoscalar mesons !
and "c presently obtained via the MEM and DSE approach of

QCD match the previous results given in the same dynamical
method in the valence region very well and the slight di"er-
ence in the middle region of x is tolerable. It is noticeable that
the previous results of PDAs are reconstructed from the Mellin
moments via some specific formula, Gegenbauer polynomials
for pion and the Gaussian behaviour for "c. The most exciting
observation for pion’s PDA is that it confirms the concave be-
haviour as the prediction made in the previous work, and since
the PDA is obtained here without any assumed structure, such a
standpoint is quite conclusive. We also notice that at end points,
for both cases, the extracted PDAs are slightly larger than the
previous results. Such behavior at end points occurs in every
case we tried in MEM procedure, therefore, we cannot confirm
it as the real behavior of PDAs, and it is very probable that it’s
just an artificial phenomenon of the MEM procedure. With the
current choice of Ndata and assumed error ' our mock analy-
sis has shown that the MEM can reproduce the weight function
with an error of around 10%. The PDA can be well reconstruct-
ed, however, it is still di#cult to extract further information,
for example, the meson’s light front wave function. The direct
improvement can be done by enlarging the size Ndata of input
data and also choosing di"erent values of ( j, such work is in
progress. However, such a good agreement for the general fea-
tures of PDAs confirms the previous results on one hand and, on
the other hand, indicates that the MEM is e#cient to determine
the PDAs.

4. Summary and Remarks. In this Letter we propose a
practical algorithm to determine the PDAs of mesons in the
framework of meson’s Bethe-Salpeter equation and Dyson-
Schwinger equation approach of QCD. The key point of our
new algorithm is to implement the MEM to extract the weight
function of the Nakanishi representation of the meson’s Bethe-
Salpeter wave function. The merit of the MEM is that one nei-
ther needs to rely on the limit knowledge of the Chebyshev mo-
ments of the meson’s Bethe-Salpeter amplitude to parameterize
the Nakanishi weight function (like previous ! case) by special
form, nor has to be restricted by the limit number of Mellin mo-
ments (like previous "c case) to suppose some special forms of
PDA. The potential advantage of MEM can be applied to find
the light-front wave function of meson when one has the Bethe-
Salpeter wave function in hand, which we will leave it for future
work. The MEM procedure might get in some trouble if the ex-
tracted weight function is not positive definite that might be the
case of PDA for scalar meson’s ground state and excited state,
and it will be solved by splitting the weight function into an odd
part zg1(%, 1!2x) and an even part g2(%, 1!2x). The di#culty of
this procedure is when the Bethe-Salpeter wave function is not
monotonous, the error will become very large. This problem in-
dicates that more complex structures are needed in addition to
the structure in Eq. (1). However, the equivalence of the three
methods mentioned above allows us to choose appropriate one
to analyze the PDA case-by-case.
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Thanks for your attention

ü Accommodate proton and pion DYW relation in LFHQCD

ü Model independent illustrating the broad character of PDA and PDF  
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2
1
𝑥$
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